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§ 114.7

during a calendar year and of the
method it will use, within a reasonable
time prior to the solicitation, in order
to allow the labor organization opportunity to make a similar solicitation.
(5) If there are several labor organizations representing members employed
at a single corporation, its subsidiaries, branches, divisions, or affiliates,
the labor organizations, either singularly or jointly, may not make a
combined total of more than two written solicitations per calendar year. A
written solicitation may contain a request for contributions to each separate fund established by the various
labor organizations making the combined mailing.
(2 U.S.C. 431(8)(B)(iii), 432(c)(3), 438(8)(a))
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[41 FR 35955, Aug. 25, 1976, as amended at 45
FR 15125, Mar. 7, 1980; 61 FR 3550, Feb. 1, 1996]

§ 114.7 Membership organizations, cooperatives, or corporations without
capital stock.
(a) Membership organizations, cooperatives, or corporations without
capital stock, or separate segregated
funds established by such persons may
solicit contributions to the fund from
members and executive or administrative personnel, and their families, of
the organization, cooperative, or corporation without capital stock.
(b) Nothing in this section waives the
prohibition on contributions to the
separate segregated fund by corporations, national banks, or labor organizations which are members of a membership organization, cooperative, or
corporation without capital stock.
(c) A trade association whose membership is made up in whole or in part
of corporations is subject to the provisions of § 114.8 when soliciting any
stockholders or executive or administrative personnel of member corporations. A trade association which is a
membership organization may solicit
its noncorporate members under the
provisions of this section.
(d) The question of whether a professional organization is a corporation is
determined by the law of the State in
which the professional organization exists.
(e) There is no limitation upon the
number of times an organization under
this section may solicit its members

and executive or administrative personnel, and their families.
(f) There is no limitation under this
section on the method of solicitation
or the method of facilitating the making of voluntary contributions which
may be used.
(g) A membership organization, cooperative, or corporation without capital
stock and the separate segregated
funds of the organizations are subject
to the provisions in § 114.5(a).
(h) A membership organization, cooperative, or corporation without capital
stock may communicate with its members and executive or administrative
personnel, and their families, under the
provisions of § 114.3.
(i) A mutual life insurance company
may solicit its policyholders if the policyholders are members within the organizational structure.
(j) A membership organization, including a trade association, cooperative, or corporation without capital
stock or a separate segregated fund established by such organization may not
solicit contributions from the separate
segregated funds established by its
members. The separate segregated fund
established by a membership organization, including a trade association, cooperative, or corporation without capital stock may, however, accept unsolicited contributions from the separate
segregated funds established by its
members.
(k)(1) A federated cooperative as defined in the Agricultural Marketing
Act of 1929, 12 U.S.C. 1141j, or a rural
cooperative eligible for assistance
under chapter 31 or title 7 of the United
States Code, may solicit the members
of the cooperative’s regional, state or
local affiliates, provided that all of the
political committees established, financed, maintained or controlled by
the cooperative and its regional, State
or local affiliates are considered one
political committee for the purposes of
the limitations in 11 CFR 110.1 and
110.2.
(2) A cooperative as described in
paragraph (k)(1) of this section may
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§ 114.8

11 CFR Ch. I (1–1–10 Edition)

make communications to its members
under the provisions of 11 CFR 114.3.
(2 U.S.C. 441b, 437d(a)(8))
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[41 FR 35955, Aug. 25, 1976, as amended at 48
FR 50508, Nov. 2, 1983; 58 FR 45775, Aug. 30,
1993]

§ 114.8 Trade associations.
(a) Definition. A trade association is
generally a membership organization
of persons engaging in a similar or related line of commerce, organized to
promote and improve business conditions in that line of commerce and not
to engage in a regular business of a
kind ordinarily carried on for profit,
and no part of the net earnings of
which inures to the benefit of any
member.
(b) Prohibition. Nothing in this section waives the prohibition on contributions by corporations which are
members of a trade association.
(c) Limitations. A trade association or
a separate segregated fund established
by a trade association may solicit contributions from the stockholders and
executive or administrative personnel
of the member corporations of such
trade association and the families of
such stockholders and personnel if—
(1) The member corporation involved
has separately and specifically approved the solicitations; and
(2) The member corporation has not
approved a solicitation by any other
trade association for the same calendar
year.
(d) Separate and specific approval. (1)
The member corporation must knowingly and specifically approve any solicitation for a trade association,
whether the solicitation is done by the
trade association, its separate segregated fund, or the corporation or any
of its personnel, for contributions to
the trade association’s separate segregated fund.
(2) A copy of each approved request
received by a trade association or its
separate segregated fund shall be maintained by the trade association or its
fund for three years from the year for
which the approval is given.
(3) The request for approval may contain a copy of solicitation materials
which will be used if approval is granted. Such a mailing must specifically
indicate the requirement of approval

and the limitation of paragraph (c)(2)
of this section, and approval must be
granted to the trade association or its
separate segregated fund prior to the
time any solicitation is made of the
stockholders or executive or administrative personnel by the trade association, its separate segregated fund, or
by the corporation for contributions to
the separate segregated fund of the
trade association. (The request for approval may be sent to the representatives of the corporation with whom the
trade association normally conducts
the association’s activities.)
(4) A separate authorization specifically allowing a trade association to
solicit its corporate member’s stockholders, and executive or administrative personnel applies through the calendar year for which it is designated. A
separate authorization by the corporate member must be designated for
each year during which the solicitation
is to occur. This authorization may be
requested and may also be received
prior to the calendar year in which the
solicitation is to occur.
(5) In its request to a member corporation, a trade association may indicate that it intends to solicit, for example, a limited class of the executive
or administrative personnel of the
member corporation, or only the executive or administrative personnel but
not the stockholders of the member
corporation. Moreover, in its approval,
a member corporation may similarly
limit any solicitation by the trade association or its separate segregated
fund. In any event, a member corporation, once it has approved any solicitation—even to a limited extent—of its
personnel or stockholders by a trade
association or its separate segregated
fund, is precluded from approving any
such solicitation by another trade association or its separate segregated
fund and the corporation and its personnel are precluded from soliciting
the corporation’s executive or administrative personnel or stockholders on
behalf of another trade association or
its separate segregated fund.
(e) Solicitation. (1) After a trade association has obtained the approval required in paragraph (c) of this section,
there is no limit on the number of
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